6 Experiential Marketing
Trends from SXSW

Executive Summary
South by Southwest® (SXSW®) attracts 75,000 conference
attendees and hundreds of brand sponsors from all around
the world—it is the premier event for experiential marketing
and brand activation.
For event managers, SXSW is the most revered event in the
world. If you’re looking for inspiration, it will make your head
spin with ideas.
Eventbase is a proud technology partner of SXSW and has
worked alongside the event organizers for many years. Our
relationship with SXSW has exposed us to valuable insider
tips from the most exciting brands in attendance.
In this eBook, we’ve compiled some of the trends and key
learnings from the biggest experiential event in the world.
Jeff Sinclair, CEO & Co-Founder, Eventbase Technology
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Experiential marketing: Creating
memorable brand activations
Experiential marketing, sometimes referred
to as engagement marketing, is a strategy
that encourages attendees to participate
actively in a brand experience, as opposed
to being a passive consumer of marketing
messages.
The end goal is that the attendee experiences a feeling or
emotion—and connects with a brand on a personal level.
The more feelings, the more powerful the connection.
Humans remember immersive experiences because they
stimulate several senses at once. In fact, 98 percent of
consumers are more inclined to purchase after attending
an experiential brand activation. 1
Today, we’re living in an experience economy. Our
mobile, digital world has brought the expectation of
instant gratification. We want connection. We want
personalization. And we want it immediately. Michael
Farquhar, the CEO of Intergalactic Agency, put it best
when he said, “People identify experiences as part of
their lifestyle. There are few things more important to
people than their lifestyle and how they—and others—see
themselves in the world. If you can give them experiences
that contribute to that, you hit the nail right on the head.”

98 percent of consumers are more
inclined to purchase after attending an
experiential brand activation.
When you think about it, events already have the
characteristics of experiential marketing—
they’re in-person, tangible, and they create a forum
for customers to experience your brand and create a
meaningful connection. Above all, they allow brands to
meet people where they are.

“People identify experiences as part of
their lifestyle. There are few things more
important to people than their lifestyle and
how they—and others—see themselves in
the world. If you can give them experiences
that contribute to that, you hit the nail right
on the head.”
MICHAEL FARQUHAR, CEO, INTERGALACTIC AGENCY

SXSW: The most experiential event in the world
SXSW began as a small event back in 1987. Still early in the
paradigm shift created by the internet, the film and digital
communities found a place of belonging at SXSW. 2
Today, SXSW is the poster child for experiential
marketing. Because it’s not representing a corporate
entity (other than the SXSW brand itself), it can take
more risks than most corporate events.

The event proves how effective experiential marketing
can be for customer engagement. From immersive
experiences, to music, parties, and creative expression,
SXSW brings people together, makes them feel something,
and involves an element of self-discovery that helps
participating brands build connections and foster trust.
This eBook outlines six experiential marketing trends from
SXSW and identifies the lessons learned from each of them.

1 Event Marketing Institute. 2016. Experiential Marketing Benchmark Report
2 SXSW Website 2019.
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1. Make Instagram-worthy
experiences
As events become increasingly immersive, hands-on, and personal, they’re also becoming
even more shareable. According to research by the Event Marketing Institute, 98 percent of
attendees capture content at live events, and 100 percent of those who capture content share
it across their social media networks.3 So in today’s ‘selfie’ era, how do you maximize the
instagrammability of your event?

5 ways to make your experience Instagrammable
3. Don’t forsake the branding
Incorporate your brand into your experience in subtle
ways. Make sure the shareable moments capture your
unique brand personality. Logo or product placement is
important but be creative with how you incorporate it. For
example, create your logo out of unique materials or build
it in a way that’s fresh and interesting. Think about the
key places or moments where someone may take a photo
and add your brand subtly in the background.

4. Make it easy to share

Eventbase CEO, Jeff Sinclair, enjoyed this creative optical
illusion by HP—a perfect example of an instagrammable
experience. It also featured tasteful HP branding and some
subtle product placement.

1. Make it visually stunning
Instagram is a visual channel so visual design should be
top of your list. As you build the theme for your experience,
ensure that the visuals align with your brand, your audience,
and/or the emotion you wish to trigger. Be creative with your
physical exhibits and always ask yourself two questions: “Will
this fit inside an Instagram photograph?” and “Is my brand
coming through clearly but subtly?”

2. Evoke the feels
Keep asking yourself, ‘How will someone feel during this
experience?’ People want to share beautiful moments,
not just pictures. When your brand experience makes
your audience feel something, they’ll be more engaged
and more likely to want to share their experience with
their networks.

Brand experiences designed for Instagram will earn a
lot of organic shares—83 percent of attendees share
content from events up to 15 times.4 It’s important to
do everything you can to encourage it but remember to
be authentic—47 percent of consumers prefer to share
content they capture themselves versus content fed to
them by a brand.5 What can you do? Create a unique
hashtag and post it in multiple locations so it can’t be
missed. If you have a large footprint, provide maps in your
event app and make it easy for attendees to find photo
opportunities and shareable moments.

5. Continue the conversation online and
through your event app
Have social media community managers on site to
engage digitally with the people sharing their experiences.
You can maximize your reach by having someone there
to like and reshare content, respond to comments, and
fuel further engagements. Go a step further and engage
within the event app—perhaps integrating a social stream
or highlighting the most socially-engaged attendees.

3 4 5 PR Newswire. 2016. Exclusive Research: Study Finds Experiential
Marketing Becoming a 'Content Factory' for Fortune 1000 Marketers.
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2. Build an experiential
culture with sponsors
Successful festivals and events, like SXSW, make most of their production budget from sponsorship sales.
However, with increased competition in the space, it’s more difficult than ever to attract and retain new
event sponsors.

Selling the vision
Experiential marketing is a key event differentiator and represents
one of the fastest growing segments in event sales opportunities.6
Smart event managers will get ahead of the competition and start
selling the vision to potential buyers.

1. Identify your buyer personas
Unlike traditional trade show sponsorship sales, experiential
marketing opportunities have multiple buyer personas including
typical event managers as well as brand managers, customer
experience managers, and experiential agencies–who are hired
directly by corporate brands or indirectly by larger PR firms. These
non-traditional event buyers have big ideas and bigger budgets to
bring those ideas to life so they want more flexibility to activate their
brand than a 10x10 booth space allows.

2. Be flexible with sponsorship pricing
Many factors are involved in pricing event sponsorship packages—
daily attendance, demographics, event focus, and size and scope,
to name just a few. Maintain your clearly priced out-of-the-box
10x10 and 10x20 spaces for traditional event coordinators but, when
deciding on the optimal asking price for experiential sponsorship
packages, consider a value-based selling approach and become a
partner in making the vision a reality. You’ll be closing $50K to $100K
sponsorship packages in no time.

3. Make the sponsorship marketing feel
experiential
Experiential marketers are on the cutting edge of what’s new
in marketing. The promotion of your event should cater to this
audience. Canned sales emails and cold calling won’t suffice. Rather
than telling an experiential marketer how your event is worth their
investment, show them. Send them third party validation (from
media, etc.), send them reports on the social media impressions
garnered by past sponsors. Send photos of experiential activations
from previous years. And, most importantly, personalize each
interaction for your prospective buyer.

me Convention at SXSW
A collaboration between Mercedes-Benz and SXSW, me Convention is a
standalone experiential event in its own right. It also features at SXSW, in a
thoughtful location beside the Smart Cities conference sessions. It is a crossdisciplinary event that brings together artists, scientists, tech visionaries, and
musicians through their shared passion for the future.

PHOTO: ME CONVENTION

The event is purely about great experiences and active learning, featuring talks,
hands-on workshops, and 1:1 mentoring sessions. The benefit for Mercedes
Benz? Brand awareness and emotional connections with consumers. There are
no sales people and no selling opportunities at the me Conventions,
just like-minded people networking and learning.

6 Eventslocker. 2016. 5 Tips For Selling Your Event
Space to Experiential Marketers.
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Delivering on the experience
When it comes to experiential marketing activations,
partnerships can take many shapes and formats.
From sponsoring the event app to deliver personalized
attendee experiences (e.g. Showtime sponsorship of
SXSW app), to event-within-an-event activations (e.g.
the me Convention at SXSW), to completely immersive
experiences to bring entire new worlds to life (e.g. HBO’s
Westworld at SXSW), experiences can be crafted to fit any
brand or budget.

It’s important to give potential sponsorship brands
the creative licence to execute on their idea – once it’s
complementary to the overall event experience.
A less visionary event might have found Giant Spoon’s
Westworld activation risky as it pulls attendees out of
the main event. SXSW embraced the novelty and, in
return, received a major bump in press coverage—not to
mention many delighted SXSW attendees.

HBO’s #SXSWestworld by Giant Spoon
To say HBO's Westworld activation at SXSW was a hit
is a massive understatement.7 Even the most worldly
conference goer would be hard pressed to come up with
a more novel event experience. Attendees who missed
out on the daily ticket allocations waited up to 9 hours on
standby just to be in with chance to see it.

PHOTO: GIANT SPOON

Giant Spoon and HBO recreated the show's town of
Sweetwater on a 90,000 ft2 site, filled it with a cast of
about 60 actors, and created immersive storylines to
engage attendees in the action and make them feel like
they were part of the show.

Sweetwater came to SXSW

7 Giant Spoon. 2018. Yep, we built Westworld.
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3. Wellness experiences and
cause marketing—good karma
(and good business)
Today’s customers are more tuned in to their physical, emotional, intellectual, social,
environmental, and spiritual health. During a tiring, multi-day event, attendees are outside
of their usual routine. Perhaps they haven’t had time (or are too tired) to work out. Or maybe
they’re over-stimulated from the information overload, networking, and brand messages.
Health and wellness experiences are welcome sanctuaries from the hustle and bustle of the event. Always at the forefront
of new experiential trends, SXSW introduced its first-ever Wellness Expo in 2018.

PHOTO: EVENTMARKETER

The blood orange orchard at SXSW gained
Suisse Wellness lots of organic social media promotion.

Swisse Wellness encouraged attendees to #CelebrateLifeEveryDay
Swisse Wellness, an Australian multivitamin brand, created an
Instagrammable wellness experience at the SXSW Wellness Expo.8
In addition to offering plenty of places to relax away from the busy
event, the booth was visually impressive. Swisse Wellness brought

the ingredients in their products to life visually through a cranberry
bog ball pit, a blood orange orchard, and an artichoke garden.
As such, it attracted many Instagrammers seeking the perfect shot—
and earned them lots of valuable impressions.

8 Event Marketer. 2018. SXSW 2018: Brand Experiences From
Austin’s Flagship Event
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Invigorate attendees’ bodies and minds
Health and wellness is a good example of experiential marketing that can leave a lasting
impression on attendees—and it doesn’t have to cost the earth to activate it.
The trend began when event attendees started demanding healthier meal options. It has since grown into an entire
culture of its own—today, it’s not unusual to see yoga and other fitness classes on event schedules. Nap rooms and
sensory deprivation experiences to unwind during the event are popular too.
Wellness is also extending past health and spirituality and towards sustainability. Nielsen surveyed 30,000 consumers
from 60 countries to find out what influences how people feel about brands, and how those feelings impact buying
behavior.9 One of the key takeaways from their research is that 66 percent of global consumers are willing to pay more for
sustainable goods—and 73 percent of Millennials are. 10
A more recent report, “Brands & Stands: Social purpose is the new black,” reveals it’s important for brands to take a
stand on social issues, with 86 percent of consumers want companies to stand for social issues.11

PHOTO: MATTHEW BRADFORD

The Fitness Stage at SXSW Wellness Expo 2018.

9 10 Nielson. 2015. Consumer-goods' Brands That Demonstrate Commitment
To Sustainability Outperform Those That Don’t
11 Shelton Group. 2018. Brands & Stands: Social purpose is the new black
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Stand for something
In our increasingly connected world, buyers
are thinking critically about where things
come from. Today's customers don't buy a
‘product,’ they buy a ‘lifestyle.’ They want
to feel that whatever they are buying aligns
with their personal values. They don't want
to support companies that don't care about
how the environment, animals, and workers
are treated, and want to support those that
do.
In fact, the latest Edelman Earned Brand study found
that two-thirds of customers buy on belief and will
choose, switch, avoid, or boycott a brand based on where
it stands on the political or social issues they care about.12

PHOTO BY: VON WONG

That's why we're seeing a shift towards initiatives
like sustainable farming, farm-to-table, and organic
botanical ingredients. These customers are willing to pay
significantly more to support quality products and human
rights, and put their money where their mouth is when it
comes to creating a better world.
This new wave of buyers is inspired by experiences that
make them feel good. Reflecting this trend, the theme
of social good was prevalent at SXSW 2018. An example
of this was Dell’s THE EXPERIENCE13 activation which
featured the #RethinkRecycleRevive project. It highlighted
the importance of e-recycling through extraordinary art.
“ARTivists” used e-waste materials collected from Dell’s
recycling programs to build stunning art installations for
people to experience at the event.

Von Wong’s #RethinkRecycleRevive project promoted
the importance of e-recycling through extraordinary
art at SXSW 2018.

12 Edelman. 2018. The Edelman Earned Brand Study
13 Dell. 2018. Dell Technologies Brings THE EXPERIENCE to SXSW 2018
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4. Technology makes for
powerful experiences
The days of out-of-the-box events are
long gone. Your attendees deserve—and
expect—a unique event experience that
is tailored to their specific needs and
interests. But in an event with thousands
of attendees, how do you make individual
guests feel special and unique?

PHOTO BY: GEORGE P JOHNSON

9

Personalization is not such a daunting task when you
have the right technologies in place—event apps,
AI-powered recommendation engines, chatbots, and
wearable beacons all help to meet the expectations of
today’s event attendee.
Technology can also unlock the value of the data behind
your experiential marketing activations so you can get
better attribution for closed business that originated from
an event lead. Solutions like TurnoutNow, Urban Airship,
and Eventbase integrate your event systems and can
help you consolidate your data—and most importantly,
make it actionable (for you and your sponsors).

IBM brought AI to life to dazzle SXSW attendees.
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PHOTO BY: GEORGE P JOHNSON

George P. Johnson transformed a nearby restaurant
into the IBM Cognitive studio

The IBM Cognitive Studio by George P. Johnson
IBM is one of the oldest tech companies in the world.
It’s also one of today’s most exciting innovators—
IBM Watson is at the forefront of artificial intelligence
technology. The company had a mission at SXSW:
to rejuvenate the brand and highlight how IBM’s
diverse solutions impact our everyday lives.
George P. Johnson (GPJ), IBM’s marketing agency, rose to the
challenge. To create an immersive cognitive experience, GPJ
transformed a 5,000 ft.2 restaurant beside the convention into the
IBM Cognitive Studio—a custom venue with nine key engagement
areas.14 Guest experiences were personalized with RFID bracelets as
they progressed through:

•

A cognitive cocktail bar that served personalized drinks
from Watson

•
•
•
•
•

A virtual reality cycling experience

Over 9,000 guests lined up to attend the experience and, most
importantly, they shared their experiences on social media to make
IBM one of three top trending brands at SXSW.
GPJ’s world-class brand experiences are made possible by the
technologies that fuel the activations. According to Doug Muller,
Executive Director at GPJ, “GPJ ensures each experiential activation
has the right technology components to execute the strategy and
bring the creative brand to life.” We certainly witnessed this at the
IBM Cognitive Studio at SXSW.

“GPJ ensures each experiential activation has
the right technology components to execute the
strategy and bring the creative brand to life.”
DOUG MULLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF DIGITAL PRODUCTION, GEORGE P. JOHNSON

An interactive Watson touchscreen experience
A live Chef Watson cook-off
An app lounge, developer playground, and arcade
A mind-controlled BB8 Droid experience

14 George P. Johnson. 2018. The IBM Cognitive Studio At SXSW.
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Customizing the experience
Customers are adept at filtering out
advertising and traditional marketing.
However, when your message is
personalized, it’s usually welcomed. After all,
customer experience is the new marketing.
Event managers are realizing that the ability to customize
the event experience is already in their hands—and
the hands of their attendees—through their mobile
event app. Event apps have evolved from simple, digital
guidebooks to personalized attendee engagement tools.
With an enterprise-grade event app, event managers
can deliver different experiences for different groups
(customers, sponsors, organizers, etc.) as well as for
different preferences and/or audience demographics.

“Most apps are exact copies of every other
app. You get basic functionality such as
agenda, exhibitor listings, and basic event
info…but no personalization. The mobile
app experience has a huge affect on how
an attendee consumes your event. App
integrations with TurnoutNow’s Meet The
Expert, SmartAgenda, and our Prescriptive
Recommendation Engine (PRE) are critical
to tailor the event to each attendee’s needs.
Eventbase does this flawlessly.”
DAVID ELY, COO, TURNOUTNOW

Attendees are drawn into the app throughout the
entire event for personalized session recommendations,
networking suggestions, and even to book meetings
in advance.
By integrating with other event technology, event apps
can provide attendees with a completely customized
event experience tailored to their role, self-selected
interests, event history, and personal preferences.

TurnoutNow unlocks real-time data to
enhance the customer experience
Event organizers are using data to make decisions
that impact customer experience. However, the most
common data sources are business intelligence (BI) or
descriptive analytics which use data from the past to
predict future outcomes. TurnoutNow is different—its
Prescriptive Recommendation Engine (PRE) can be
integrated into every aspect of an event experience—
from the mobile app, to the event website, to onsite
kiosks—to use real-time data to make more accurate
predictions.

“In the same way that Amazon recommends
other products based on your buying habits
or what purchasers like you have done, our
PRE allows us to take any data associated
with an attendee and use machine learning
to prescribe different ways for them to
interact with an event.”
DAVID ELY, COO, TURNOUTNOW
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Mass personalization can be cost-effective
Mass personalization doesn’t have to break the bank. Leveraging AI-powered
recommendation engines within your enterprise event app will help you provide meaningful,
personalized recommendations at scale. Beacon technologies (small, digital “lighthouses”
that emanate signals that interact with mobile apps) and other wearable tech can also help
you deliver the experience in a cost effective way.
Because attendees have an immense amount of control over their mobile experience, the event app is one of the most
personal communication channels available. It’s also one of the most effective—in-app messaging typically receives
eight times the direct response rates of push notifications.15

Personalized, interactive notifications from Urban Airship®
Urban Airship helps event managers to gain further value from their event apps.
With open data, applied insights, and mobile-led messaging, event managers
can create customer feedback loops and connect with attendees on a personal
level, at scale.

“Your attendees have already given you the privilege of
app placement on their phone—their most personal asset.
As a result, they expect personalized information, tailored
to their preferences. Good app messaging techniques are
important—only ever send the right message to the right
person at the right time.”
MICHAEL STONE, SVP OF MARKETING, URBAN AIRSHIP

At the Cannes Lions festival Urban Airship served up mobile innovation one
glass of wine at a time. Festival attendees near the VIP section of Cannes Lions
Beach received a beacon-triggered notification enabling them to order a glass
of rosé with a single tap to their Apple Watch face—and have it delivered to
their table location.

15 Urban Airship. 2016. Mobile Engagement Benchmarks Series.
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Spotify house returns for another year of
live shows for attendees

STILL BY: VOLVOX LABS

5. Overcome the
privacy/value exchange
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is
now the benchmark for data security and privacy
processes. Not only have the regulations made it
more difficult for brands to engage customers, they
have also made consumers more savvy about the
importance of data privacy.
This leaves event marketers facing a conundrum—on one hand,
businesses want to collect, analyze, and use personal data to
personalize the customer experience for attendees, and on the
other hand, attendees want to feel safe and secure. Somewhere in
between lies the illusive privacy/value exchange.

Personalization is key to reaching this point with a consumer. And
savvy marketers are aware of this—Gartner’s most recent Spend
Survey found investments in personalization to be nearly universal
as it emerges as a strategically important marketing capability.16 This
is due to the increased focus on customer experience and the fight
for customer attention.

“CMOs spend an average of 14.2 percent of their
budget on personalization efforts, with doubledigit percentage averages across all industries and
business models.”
GARTNER, 2018

16 Gartner. 2018. 8 Top Findings in Gartner CMO Spend Survey 2018-19.
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The great value exchange
At events, people will opt out of notifications if your
content or activation is not engaging enough. Your idea
has to be exciting and different enough to pique people’s
interest and help them overcome their reticence to
engage with a brand.

“We work with top brands to help them bring
their ideas to the SXSW audience. People are
concerned about privacy, they’re concerned
about security, our job is to ensure a new
and exciting customer experience doesn’t
overstep these boundaries. Location based
marketing with beacon or geolocation
technology offers this balance.”
MICHAEL BROWN, DIRECTOR OF EMERGENT TECHNOLOGIES, SXSW

This is one of the reasons why brands moved from passive
to experiential marketing at SXSW. IBM Cognitive Studio,
Dell’s THE EXPERIENCE, and Spotify House are examples
of many brands at SXSW that are crafting experiences
instead of traditional event marketing. There’s no direct
selling. Just come along, have a great time, and leave with
a good feeling.

Build trust through
experience
It’s true that event marketers have to work harder than
ever to connect with their audience and build brand love
and trust. But they don’t have to do it alone. Technology
partners can also help you build trust. Always choose
partners that are aligned to the enterprise so you can
ensure they maintain comprehensive compliance and
data protection protocols.

6. Measure the ROI of
your activations
According to the 2018 Gartner CEO and
Senior Business Executive Survey, 57
percent of CEO's expect to increase their
investment in marketing in the coming year.
If you’re a brand marketer or event manager, it will be your
responsibility to build your business case for experiential
marketing so you can secure some of this increased
investment. To do that, you’ll need to include some return
on investment (ROI) metrics.17
While experiential marketing is less about selling and
more about brand love, we’re living in a world where
every business is a data business. Marketers are under
more pressure than ever to defend their budgets. Despite
this, only 23 percent of event managers say they can
calculate ROI for events. 18 So how can you measure the
ROI on your experiential marketing activations? The
answer is in the data.

Experiences create data,
data helps prove ROI
Proving ROI is only possible when you have the right
technologies in place. According to Doug Muller, Executive
Director at George P. Johnson, we should take a holistic
view of the event to gain an accurate ROI.

“ROI is about the hard work it takes to connect
event experiences with core business drivers,
before implementation. Understanding the
customer journey is the method GPJ uses to
action data and quantify ROI objectives.”
DOUG MULLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF DIGITAL PRODUCTION, GEORGE P. JOHNSON

17 Harvard Business Review. 2018. The Event Marketing Evolution
18 Event MB. 2018. State of Event Industry
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One of the best things about experiential marketing
fuelled by technology is the data. Everything can be
analyzed and enhanced in real-time.
Beacon technology and wearable tech provide insights
on attendee behavior so you can map the attendee
journey. For example, beacons collect attendee dwell
time data that organizers can use to see which sponsors
and exhibitors are most popular and segment the
types of attendees that are there. This all translates into
defendable ROI metrics.

Showcase the value
to sponsors

Finding and retaining sponsors is a big challenge for
event professionals— over 90 percent say that sponsor
retention rates have stayed the same or decreased
in 2018.19 To overcome this stagnation, event managers
need to be able to prove the value of experiential
marketing opportunities. Data is key to proving that the
benefits outweigh the costs.
So how can you make your events more attractive to
potential sponsors and keep them coming back? Show
them the hard data to prove why your event is worth their
investment. By using beacons, smart mats, and other
unobtrusive technologies to collect data from critical
areas, you can increase sponsorships with known traffic
numbers and accurate, real-time data.

Without the support of sponsors, global
events like SXSW would be impossible to
execute and far less valuable to attendees.

What’s next for
experiential marketing?
As we’ve discussed, the goal of experiential
marketing is to create lasting impressions
on attendees that they want to share with
others. You’re not advertising a product—
you’re offering consumers a taste of what
their lives would be like if they had that
product.
As a result, experiential marketing is about more than just
the design. It’s brought to life by technology and enhanced
by complementary event sponsors. It also strikes that
delicate balance between privacy and value delivery—and
it does so within the context of the experience itself.
We’ve only scratched the surface on what is possible with
experiential marketing. Advances in artificial intelligence
and stronger integrations between event technology
and business applications will help deliver even more
personalized experiences to event attendees.

It’s already possible to use algorithms to calculate facial
features, hairstyles, body shapes, expressions, and even
body language. In the future, it’ll be possible to identify
an attendee who is using body language to indicate joy,
frustration, boredom, tiredness, and so on. Imagine how
powerful it would be to deliver personal messages to
that attendee to enhance or alter their experience. For
example, if an attendee is demonstrating that they are
tired, the AI could make a recommendation, via the event
app, that they attend the wellness expo for some rest and
relaxation.
As events become increasingly mobile, we also expect
to see more integrations with the event app itself. The
app will become a personal concierge for each attendee.
The benefits to this are twofold—firstly, the app allows
event managers to provide a more tailored experience
to the attendees and secondly, it allows for better data
collection which helps with ROI and sponsorship sales.
The future of experiential marketing is bright, mobile,
intelligent, and increasingly personalized. We at
Eventbase are looking forward to helping shape it.

19 Event Manager Blog. 2019. Facial Recognition and Events:
A Comprehensive Guide.
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About Eventbase
Eventbase is the leading provider of event apps
for premium brands. Our mobile event technology
platform powers Enterprise Event Apps for 80% of
the top Fortune 500 technology companies.
Global enterprises trust Eventbase to deliver an
exceptional mobile experience for their largest
conferences as well as their small to mid-sized events,
all within their own branded event app. Our enterprisegrade technology is industry leading with proven

scalability, rock-solid security, flexible architecture and
innovation that is second to none. Eventbase is also a
source of unique, valuable data that can help enterprises
understand the journey of their customers before,
during and after their events, and create personalized
experiences that drive purchasing behaviors.
We pioneered the “Intelligent Event App” with
technologies such as an Advanced Chat Bot and
Recommendation Engine, and the use of proximity
beacons for Hyper-local Networking and Indoor Location.

Find out more by requesting a demo: www.eventbase.com/request-demo

MOBILE APPS FOR MANY OF THE LARGEST EVENTS IN THE WORLD

TRUSTED BY GLOBAL ENTERPRISES FOR THEIR TIER 1 EVENTS

INTEGRATIONS THAT DELIGHT ATTENDEES WITH PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES
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